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The Mind of Money: How to Overcome Money Blocks is a step by step guide to conquering
money fears that make you blind to opportunity, money, and wealth.
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George BlountAll rights reservedThe characters and events portrayed in this book are fictitious.
Any similarity to real persons, living or dead, is coincidental and not intended by the author.No
part of this book may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or
by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express
written permission of the publisher.97812345678901477123456Cover design by: Art
PainterLibrary of Congress Control Number: 2018675309Printed in the United States of
AmericaPrologueAs a Financial Therapist & Behavioral Economist, I help individuals overcome
financial fears and help organizations use this information to create wellness programs. This is
my way of bridging the gaps I saw in the industry and of bringing a distinctive and personalized
approach to the financial services marketplace.We are coming out of a pandemic, and some
individuals have limited their spending because of the pandemic. There’s going to be an
adjustment back to pre-and post-pandemic behaviors. Habits were developed throughout the
pandemic, and for some, you may want to change those habits.Suppose the spending is
reactive to emotions, situations, or environment and feels somewhat uncontrolled, meaning
urges are not managed to prevent a situation that may be worse in the run. In that case, it could
signal a need to investigate more. This book is my investigation into the mind of money and how
to help individuals overcome their fears. 1. Money hates youWhat you believed as a child has
developed your financial behavior, killing your future prosperity. Our money attitudes, beliefs, and
behaviors are developed in childhood; we carry this childhood perspective into adulthood,
destroying our future prosperity. What does that mean?In childhood, we respond emotionally to
money events because we respond emotionally to everything at that age. Feelings of
helplessness, being overwhelmed, excluded, rejected, disrespected, jealous, embarrassed, or
being let down by or because of money are the foundation we build from childhood. As adults,
the emotions harden and simply become Fear, Anger, or Disgust towards money. Fear, Anger,
and Disgust become barriers to your prosperity. Financial circumstance has a series of money
wounds that have developed over time. 
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limited their spending because of the pandemic. There’s going to be an adjustment back to pre-
and post-pandemic behaviors. Habits were developed throughout the pandemic, and for some,
you may want to change those habits.Suppose the spending is reactive to emotions, situations,
or environment and feels somewhat uncontrolled, meaning urges are not managed to prevent a
situation that may be worse in the run. In that case, it could signal a need to investigate
more. This book is my investigation into the mind of money and how to help individuals
overcome their fears. 1. Money hates youWhat you believed as a child has developed your
financial behavior, killing your future prosperity. Our money attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors are
developed in childhood; we carry this childhood perspective into adulthood, destroying our
future prosperity. What does that mean?In childhood, we respond emotionally to money events
because we respond emotionally to everything at that age. Feelings of helplessness, being
overwhelmed, excluded, rejected, disrespected, jealous, embarrassed, or being let down by or
because of money are the foundation we build from childhood. As adults, the emotions harden
and simply become Fear, Anger, or Disgust towards money. Fear, Anger, and Disgust become
barriers to your prosperity. Financial circumstance has a series of money wounds that have
developed over time. 
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feedback.
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